Optical and X-ray spectroscopies towards understanding the coloration of celadon glazes
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Glasses and ceramic glazes are introduced with colors by incorporating transition metal ions which have absorption bands in the visible region. Celadon glazes are high temperature ceramic glazes with iron (Fe) as the main colorant. Its appearance may be varied by controlling the ceramics and glaze processing parameters including the glaze composition and firing profile. Mössbauer spectroscopy studies have shown that the resulting glaze color is correlated with the bulk Fe amount and proportions of Fe\textsuperscript{2+} and Fe\textsuperscript{3+} \cite{1,2}. The presence of titanium (Ti) has also been shown to affect the color of celadon glazes \cite{1,3}. However, not much is understood yet about its contribution to the color change. In this report, we provide optical properties and Fe structural properties of celadon glazes with varying Fe and Ti additions. These glazes were characterized using optical reflectance spectroscopy and Fe K-edge X-ray absorption spectroscopy (XAS) on the glaze surfaces. The glazes showed color change from blue to green and increase in reflectance peak with the addition of Ti. However, the XAS spectra remained unchanged despite the observed color change which is inconsistent with previous Mössbauer results. Depth-resolved XAS was performed and revealed that the Fe valency proportions had changed from the glaze surface to the glaze interior. It is possible that the change in color may be correlated with Fe properties deeper into the glaze than those obtained from the surface. Hence, more spatially-resolved measurements are needed to fully probe the structural properties of the transition metal ions and understand the coloration of celadon glazes. More depth-resolved XAS measurements on celadon glazes at the Fe and Ti K-edges are under way.
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